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Abstract
Tactile sensors based on electrical resistance tomography (ERT) provide pressure sensing over a
large area using only a few electrodes, which is a promising property for robotic tactile skin.
Most ERT-based tactile sensors employ electrodes only on the sensor’s edge to avoid
undesirable artifacts caused by electrode contact. The distribution of these electrodes is critical,
as electrode location largely determines the sensitive regions, but only a few studies have
positioned electrodes in the sensor’s central region to improve the sensitivity. Establishing the
use of internal electrodes on a stretchable textile needs further investigation into piezoresistive
structure fabrication, measurement strategy, and calibration. This article presents a
comprehensive study of an ERT-based tactile sensor with distributed electrodes. We describe
key fabrication details of a layered textile-based piezoresistive structure, an iterative method for
choosing the current injection pathways that yields pairwise optimal patterns, and a calibration
process to account for the spatially varying sensitivity of such sensors. We demonstrate two
sample sensors with electrodes located only on the boundary or distributed across the surface,
and we evaluate their performance via three methods widely used to test tactile sensing in
biological systems: single-point localization, two-point discrimination, and contact force
estimation.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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1. Introduction

There is great interest in developing autonomous robots that
can operate and cooperate in unstructured environments where
physical contact can occur at any location. Such systems
would benefit from being able to sense intentional and unin-
tentional contacts seamlessly on all of their exposed body sur-
faces, not just on the internal finger areas that are occasionally
equipped with tactile sensors.
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Deploying a large number of sensing elements over every
body surface is certainly an intuitive, effective, and therefore
popular way to implement whole-body tactile sensing. A com-
mon approach uses two perpendicular electrode lines (row and
column electrodes) to form an array of sensing elements [1];
each intersection of row and column electrodes corresponds
to a single tactile sensor. Another approach uses microcon-
trollers and digital communication chips to modularize the
sensing elements [2, 3]. Each sensor operates independently,
and communication lines connect all the modules together to
allow for power distribution and data exchange. These two
approaches have been used to demonstrate large-scale tactile
sensors with high spatial resolution and sensitivity. However,
whole-body tactile skin needs not only moderate sensing per-
formance, but also many practical requirements such as cost-
efficiency, stretchability, and robustness [4].

Human skin is an excellent example of a complete embod-
ied tactile perception system that combines physically well-
designed sensory transduction with computationally efficient
cognitive processing. Non-glabrous skin covers approxim-
ately 1.5m2 of the human body, much of which is complexly
curved. The skin includes a vast network of mechanorecept-
ors which sense the static and dynamic features of physical
stimuli all over the body. Mechanoreceptors in non-glabrous
skin often have broad receptive fields with overlapping regions
so that a small stimulus can excite multiple neighboring
mechanoreceptors with different magnitudes and phases, as
shown in figure 1(a). Loomis suggested that these relative sig-
nal differences might be handled at a later level of the tactile
processing system to localize fine point stimuli even with a
small number of mechanoreceptors [5].

This property of tactile hyperacuity has inspired many tact-
ile sensors that seek to accurately localize contact with sim-
plified sensor designs and more sophisticated computations.
A common method is adding an elastic layer over pressure-
sensitive transducers to mimic overlapping receptive fields
[6, 7]. Although this bio-inspired approach improves point
localization accuracy as intended, manipulation of the recept-
ive field size is limited because the thickness and mechanical
properties of the elastic layer are often subject to other design
factors.

Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) is another method
that can mimic biological tactile hyperacuity using a moder-
ately conductive sheet populated with a small number of elec-
trodes, as illustrated in figure 1(b). ERT-based tactile sensing
injects electrical current through successive pairs of electrodes
and measures the corresponding voltages formed around the
current pathway. If the conductivity distribution changes loc-
ally, as happens when pressure is applied to a piezoresistive
structure, the current will flow differently, and the electrical
potentials will change accordingly. This current flow can be
considered to define the sensitive region for the specified pair
of electrodes. When two or more neighboring pairs of elec-
trodes are used to inject current, their sensitive regions overlap
in a way similar to the receptive fields of the biological system
shown in figure 1(a).

ERT-based tactile sensors are a promising way to realize
whole-body tactile skin because a large receptive field can

Figure 1. Illustration of (a) the overlapping receptive fields of
biological mechanoreceptors and (b) the concept of our ERT-based
soft tactile sensor, where each pair of electrodes has a receptive field
that overlaps with the receptive fields of other electrode pairs.

easily be achieved by choosing a distanced electrode pair.
This principle holds even for curved and compliant surfaces,
so many researchers have demonstrated seamless and stretch-
able tactile sensors using ERT with soft piezoresistive mater-
ials [8–10]. Conductive textiles are one of the most widely
adopted piezoresistive materials because they are flexible and
wearable [11].

Previous ERT-based tactile sensors have commonly used a
boundary electrode configuration: the electrodes are located
only along the edges of the sensing area. This boundary elec-
trode configuration has advantages in fabricability, structural
robustness, and stretchability in the central region, and it bene-
ficially avoids electrical artifacts that can occur when pressure
is applied directly to a mechanically unstable electrode. How-
ever, placing all electrodes at the boundaries also results in
relatively low spatial resolution in the central region.

The spatial resolution of an ERT-based sensor critically
depends on the number and configuration of its electrodes. The
spatial resolution in the central sensing region can be improved
by adding one or more electrodes within that area, away from
the boundaries [12, 13]. This remedy was initially introduced
for conductivity reconstruction; however, implementation on
textiles for tactile sensing has rarely been presented. Silvera-
Tawil et al brought this idea into the tactile domain by pla-
cing three internal electrodes in the central region of a tact-
ile sensor and applying heuristic current injection and voltage
measurement patterns [14]. That work gave support to the
idea that internal electrodes can improve the reconstruction
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performance of ERT-based tactile sensors. Recently, we also
demonstrated a preliminary study showing that an internal
electrode array with proper measurement patterns can improve
the spatial resolution of a fabric-based tactile sensor [15]. This
article generalizes this internal electrode idea to a piezoresist-
ive textile design equipped with a distributed electrode struc-
ture. The piezoresistive structure is made of two conductive
textiles that have different resistivity: the low-resistance fab-
ric is structured in small patches, while the high-resistance fab-
ric is continuous and is outfitted with point-shaped electrodes.
Since these electrodes are distributed and electrically connec-
ted to a highly stretchable textile, ensuring a stable electrode
connection is important.

This article presents a comprehensive study on the imple-
mentation and validation of ERT-based tactile sensors using
a piezoresistive textile layer and distributed electrode struc-
ture. We demonstrate how to build textile-based tactile sensors
using conductive fabric and conductive thread electrodes that
allow the sensor system to be flexible and stretchable while
still providing a stable electrical connection. For the current
injection pattern, we introduce a systematic method for select-
ing optimal injection patterns based on a mathematical formu-
lation of the ERT system. This approach can be applied to any
sensor geometry or electrode configuration to optimize sens-
ing performance. We also introduce a calibration method that
uses indentation experiments to convert the reconstructed con-
ductivity to the normal contact force. This signal-processing
step particularly improves the sensor’s ability to estimate the
contact force. This article closes by extensively investigating
the resulting sensing performance of two sample sensors con-
structed with these techniques, one with internal electrodes
and the other with only boundary electrodes. Our bio-inspired
testing approach includes single-point localization, two-point
discrimination, and contact force estimation.

2. Mathematical formulation of resistance
reconstruction

ERT is a non-destructive imaging technique that reconstructs
the distribution of resistance throughout a medium by inject-
ing electrical currents and measuring voltages at selected elec-
trodes. To use ERT, one first needs to understand the forward
and inverse problems that describe the relationship between
the measured voltages and the resistance distribution. Here
we describe the main steps; more detailed information is
provided in supplementary information 1 (available online at
stacks.iop.org/SMS/30/085036/mmedia).

When electrical current is injected into a conductive
medium, the corresponding voltage distribution can be formu-
lated using a finite element method (FEM), as follows:

V= R(σ) · I, (1)

where V and I are the voltage across and current through
the finite element, respectively. R(σ) is the resistance mat-
rix, which is a function of the conductivity σ. When elec-
trical current is injected via a set of electrodes, a conductivity

perturbation∆σ causes a voltage measurement change∆E at
the electrodes, as follows:

∆Eij =M⊺
i

(
R(σ+∆σ)−R(σ)

)
Pj, (2)

where Mi is the ith voltage measurement pattern and Pj is the
jth current injection pattern. Using equation (2), the nonlinear
relationship between the conductivity and the measurement
voltage is often linearized for fast computation as follows:

∆E≈ J∆σ+w, (3)

where J is the Jacobian matrix calculated from the initial con-
ductivity with a given pattern and w is measurement noise.

To use an ERT-based tactile sensor, one needs to reconstruct
the conductivity distribution σ from the measured voltages
∆E. This procedure is often formulated with a regularization
matrix to stabilize the solution:

∆σ = (J⊺J+α2Γ⊺Γ)−1J⊺∆E, (4)

where α is a scalar hyperparameter that adjusts the strength
of the regularization, and Γ is a regularization matrix estab-
lished from a priori knowledge. The mapping matrix in
equation (4) can be precomputed and stored in memory for fast
computation.

3. ERT-based soft tactile skin: structure and
fabrication process

Our ERT-based soft tactile sensor is made of conductive fab-
ric and conductive thread. In the previous literature, a double
layer of low-resistance fabric and high-resistance fabric was
used to create a piezoresistive structure [16]. We modified
the fabrication procedure to be able to install internal elec-
trodes by sewing conductive thread. The tactile skin is flexible
and stretchable, so that the sensor can adapt to arbitrary robot
surfaces.

Naturally, more electrodes result in better sensing perform-
ance, but fabrication complexity and system cost should also
be considered.

3.1. Piezoresistive structure

ERT-based tactile sensors require a sensitive piezoresistive
material or structure to detect external contact. We use a
piezoresistive structure that consists of two conductive lay-
ers: a high-resistance fabric sheet (LTT-SLPA-20K, Eeonyx,
USA) and low-resistance fabric patches (Medtex P70, Statex,
Germany). Figure 2 shows the fiber structure of each material.
Both fabrics have a knitted structure consisting of a bundle of
conductive fibers. When these structures are stacked and com-
pressed, individual fibers both inside each fabric and between
the contacting fabric layers are expected to meet, resulting in a
contact resistance change. Detailed information about the con-
ductive layers is presented in table 1.

The sensor design is shown in figure 3(a). The base includes
the high-resistance fabric sheet on top of a non-conductive fab-
ric sheet (Lycra, Invista, Germany) stitched with conductive
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Figure 2. Microscope and scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images of the (a) low-resistance fabric and (b) high-resistance fabric
used in our sensor.

Table 1. Properties of the two conductive fabrics used in our
ERT-based tactile sensor.

Low-resistance fabric High-resistance fabric

Product name Medtex P70, Statex,
Germany

LTT-SLPA-20K,
Eeonyx, USA

Description Silver-plated knitted
fabric

Conductive-particle-
coated knitted fabric

Materials 78% Nylon /
22% Elastane

72% Nylon /
28% Spandex

Thickness 0.55mm 0.38mm
Elongation limit <150% <125%
Sheet resistance <2 Ω/square 104–107 Ω/square

thread (HC-40, Madeira, Germany). The electrodes connect
through the high-resistance fabric to the conductive thread
circuit. The upper layer includes the low-resistance fabric
patches adhered to a compliant layer (neoprene foam). The
low-resistance fabric is designed to form discrete patches to
prevent a short circuit through this layer when multiple con-
tacts are applied. The compliant foam layer softens contact
and distributes pressure to enable the sensor to detect small-
area contacts. The upper layer is placed on the top of the
base layer so the conductive patches touch the high-resistance
fabric sheet.

The working principle is shown in figure 3(b). The base
layer works as an initial conductive domain that has high res-
istance. In the ERT method, electric current is injected from
one electrode to another electrode installed on this base layer.
When a region of the sensor is pressed in the normal direc-
tion, the low-resistance patches in that area press into the base
layer. This normal pressure decreases the contact resistance
between the high-resistance fabric and the low-resistance fab-
ric patches. In this case, the current can partially flow through
the low-resistance patches, forming an equivalent circuit of
parallel resistors. The effective sheet resistance of the conduct-
ive domain decreases locally in the pressed region. If pressure

Figure 3. Schematics of (a) the structure of the sensor and (b) its
piezoresistive transducing mechanism.

is simultaneously applied in another region, a separate par-
allel resistor circuit is formed at that location, as shown in
figure 3(b). The properties of this piezoresistive structure are
investigated in the next section.

3.2. Transducer characteristics

Since the sensing performance of an ERT-based tactile sensor
depends on the transducing mechanism, we evaluate its
piezoresistive characteristics using eight specimens that rep-
resent the working principle in a simplified way. Figure 4
shows the custom compression-test setup equipped with a res-
istance meter and a load cell. For these tests, the specimen is
compressed across its entire surface.

Each specimen has a rectangular high-resistance fabric base
layer with electrodes that are stitched on the two short par-
allel edges using conductive thread. The size of each speci-
men is 45 mm × 30 mm, and it was cut with a laser cutter.
The low-resistance fabric was cut to be 30 mm × 30 mm and
attached to a compliant layer. Then, the assembled specimen
was pressed several times while the force and resistance were
measured simultaneously. The loading frequency was set to
five values from 1 to 12 Hz; these frequencies were chosen to
cover the bandwidth of human movement for physical human-
robot interaction situations.

Figure 5(a) shows the relationship between the normalized
resistances and forces for all eight specimens. Due to vari-
ations in the conductive fabric and the manufacturing pro-
cess, the specimens show slightly different characteristics. The
average and standard deviation of the initial edge-to-edge spe-
cimen resistances were 17.12 ± 1.75 kΩ. We thus normal-
ize the resistance values by each specimen’s initial resistance.
The shaded area shows the loading-unloading curves for every
experiment. The average initial sensitivity is shown with a
red dashed line. In the early phase of the compression, the
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Figure 4. The experimental setup of the compression test and a schematic of a specimen.

Figure 5. (a) The relationship between force and normalized resistance. (b) Distribution of hysteresis measurements at the five tested
frequencies. (c) Illustration of how sheet resistance changes as a function of contact resistance, with asymptotes.

average and standard deviation of the sensitivity were−0.0696
N–1 ± 0.0232 N–1. The resistance monotonically decreases
and begins to saturate as the compressive force increases over
10 N. The saturated resistance is approximately 9.9% of its
initial resistance.

The baseline shift of the specimen resistance was analyzed
using a cyclic compression test. The average change of the ini-
tial resistance over fifty cyclic compressions was 0.57% of its
initial value, which is negligible. The overall hysteresis effect
was calculated from these measurements as follows:

Hysteresis=

∣∣∣∣Aload −Aunload

Aload

∣∣∣∣ ,
where Aload and Aunload denote the area under the loading and
unloading curves, respectively. The average hysteresis of all
specimens across all tested frequencies was 8.3% ± 4.7%;
the detailed measurements appear in figure 5(b). This value
is relatively small considering the softness of the compliant
layer. Since the piezoresistive behavior is mainly caused by
the change of contact resistance, we estimated the contact res-
istance using the resistor network model presented in figure 4.
The sheet resistances of the low-resistance and high-resistance
fabrics were measured as 20 Ω/square and 20 kΩ/square,
respectively. The low-resistance value is ten times higher than

the maximum sheet resistance quoted by the manufacturer,
which might stem from series resistance during testing and/or
manufacturing variability; nonetheless, it is three orders of
magnitude lower than high-resistance fabric, so the structure
will electrically function as intended. Figure 5(c) shows the
effect of the contact resistance on the sheet resistance simu-
lated by a resistor network model.

3.3. Fabrication process

Figure 6 shows the overall fabrication process to create the
ERT-based tactile skin. Since only a small number of elec-
trodes is required, the fabrication process is relatively simple.
As shown in figure 3, the sensor has two parts: the base layer
and the upper layer. We made a fabric-based circuit for the
base layer by stitching conductive thread on insulating fabric
with a sewing machine (Curvy 8763, Singer, USA). We used
non-conductive thread as the bobbin thread facing the conduct-
ive fabric to ensure electrical separation between the conduct-
ive thread and the high-resistance fabric. The high-resistance
fabric was placed on top of a stretchable thermoplastic film
(Stretchfix, Vlieseline, Germany) on top of the stitched cir-
cuit. Then, these were ironed so that the thermoplastic film
firmly attached the two layers together. This fixation method
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Figure 6. The sensor fabrication process involves (a) stitching the
circuit on the insulating fabric, (b) attaching the high-resistance
fabric to the circuit using thermoplastic film, (c) connecting the
circuit to the high-resistance fabric by sewing, (d) cutting the
low-resistance fabric into patches using a laser cutter, (e) attaching
the low-resistance fabric patches to the insulating fabric and
compliant layer, and (f) final assembly.

prevents any unintended shorts between the circuit layer and
the conductive fabric layer because they are insulated from
each other by both the stitching structure and the thermo-
plastic film. In order to connect the electrodes, we sewed con-
ductive thread at the predefined electrode locations on the
conductive fabric. This conductive thread penetrates the con-
ductive thread circuit and the high-resistance fabric to electric-
ally connect them. Unlike ERT sensors that utilize only bound-
ary electrodes, electrical wires in ERT sensors with internal
electrodes should be stable enough to be installed over curved
and compliant surfaces. Silver paste (silver conductive, RS
Components, UK) was thus deposited on the point electrodes
to ensure a stable electrical connection, and they were then
covered with thin plastic tape for electrical insulation from the
conductive patches. The other ends of the stitched circuit are
gathered at one edge of the sensor and sewn to a ribbon cable
connector.

The upper layer consists of low-resistance fabric patches
attached to compliant foam. First, the low-resistance fabric is
cut into 20 mm× 20 mm squares using a laser cutter. Second,
another insulating fabric sheet is placed above the patches and
ironed with thermoplastic film. Next, 4 mm thick compliant
neoprene foam is attached to the insulating fabric using an
adhesive (Pattex, Henkel, Germany). Finally, the upper layer
is placed on top of the base layer and fixed at sparse locations
with adhesive tape (5338, Tesa, Germany).

Figure 7 presents the manufactured ERT-based tactile
sensor. The sensor is made with flexible and stretchable mater-
ials with stitching and point electrodes, so that it can conform
to curved robot surfaces. The sensor has the potential to be
both durable and low cost due to its economical materials and
easy fabrication process.

Figure 7. A photograph of our ERT-based tactile sensor with the top
foam layer lifted up to show the electrodes and the high-resistance
fabric.

4. Measurement system

4.1. Electronics for the ERT technique

The ERT technique requires three main electronic compon-
ents for current injection, voltage measurement, and elec-
trode multiplexing. The measurement scheme is shown in
figure 8.

ERT methods normally utilize a constant current source to
inject current because this assumption helps to simplify the
computation of the Jacobian matrix in equation (3). Practic-
ally, a constant voltage source can be used along with a known
resistor (Rref) in series to estimate the injected current. For
voltage measurement we used the high-performance 24-bit
analog-to-digital converter in a commercial data acquisition
board (USB 7845R, National Instruments, USA).

For implementation of an ERT tactile sensor with 24 elec-
trodes, we used eight analog multiplexers (MUXs) (ADG506,
Analog Devices, USA). As shown in figure 8, every elec-
trode of the sensor is connected to one side of the multiplex-
ing unit (MUX). The other side of the MUX is connected
to the current injection (I+, I−) and voltage measurement
(V +, V −) ports. The electrical connections between these
two sides are controlled and switched by digital outputs from
the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) of the data acquis-
ition board. This FPGA controls the MUX to switch the cur-
rent injection and voltage measurement pairs sequentially at
333 kHz. A fast switching frequency is important to achieve
sufficient frame rates for the ERT tactile sensor because recon-
struction of a single resistivity distribution requires many
voltage measurements.

In this work, we adopt a pairwise current injection and
voltage measurement approach that utilizes one pair of elec-
trodes at a time [17]. When the sensor is equipped withN elec-
trodes, N(N− 1)/2 unique pairs are available. The measured
voltages are transferred to the host computer.
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the measurement system. A MUX rapidly switches the electrode pairs connected to the current injection
and voltage measurement modules, as dictated by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) controlled by a personal computer (PC).

4.2. Pairwise optimal current injection pattern

Choosing proper current injection and voltage measure-
ment patterns has long been an important issue because the
reconstruction quality of ERT-based images strongly depends
on these patterns [18]. In conventional ERT techniques for
medical imaging, the electrodes are located only along the
boundary of the conductive medium, which is a human body.
Thus the number of electrodes is naturally restricted.

On the other hand, ERT-based tactile sensors can use elec-
trodes inside the conductive medium to improve the spatial
resolution. However, raising the number of electrodes also
increases the data acquisition costs, such as energy consump-
tion and measurement hardware complexity. This particu-
lar change in the ERT-based tactile sensor design brought
up the need to adopt optimal current injection and voltage
measurement patterns. Since some of the measured inform-
ation is redundant, we can efficiently reduce data acquisi-
tion costs if we can extract the same information with fewer
measurements.

As shown in equation (2), the reconstruction quality of
ERT tactile sensors depends on both the current injection
and voltage measurement patterns. From the linear resistance
assumption, theoretically both injection and measurement pat-
terns have N− 1 degrees of freedom when the number of elec-
trodes is N. We focused on deriving an optimal current injec-
tion pattern because this choice is important for current-drive
ERT systems to achieve good spatial resolution.

In equation (2), the perturbation operator R(σ+∆σ)−
R(σ) can be divided into singular values (Λ) and singular vec-
tors (U,V) using singular value decomposition (SVD). The
optimal current injection patterns Pj should be the same as the
right-singular vectors of the perturbation operator in order to
maximize the voltage measurement change ∆E [18].

SVD(R(σ+∆σ)−R(σ)) = UΛV⊺. (6)

This approach provides N− 1 optimal current injection
patterns. In reality, the optimal patterns are difficult to
implement because all of the electrodes need to be activated

simultaneously using N current-drive circuits. In practice,
pairwise injection and measurement systems that use only one
current-drive circuit with MUXs are widely preferred [17].
Paulson et al introduced a method to determine the optimal
injection patterns in such a pairwise measurement system
using the right singular vectors [19]. They stated that the pairs
that produce the largest value from an inner product with the
singular vectors are the most significant patterns.

Following their work, we obtained the optimal pairwise
current injection patterns by using an iterative algorithm. The
goal of the algorithm was to recruit the set of N− 1 pair pat-
terns that is most similar to the right singular vectors of the
perturbation operator in equation (6). First, the inner products
of all the possible pair patterns and right singular vectors are
computed, and the one ormore pairs that yield the largest value
are chosen. Multiple pairs will often have the same value due
to geometric symmetry in the sensor design. The inner product
values of the chosen pairs are subtracted from equation (6).
Then, SVD is applied to the remainder. These steps are iterat-
ively conducted until the Frobenius norm of the reconstructed
perturbation operator from the pair injection pattern is close to
the original perturbation operator. From every iteration, one
new significant pattern group is recruited and accumulated,
typically including several geometrically equivalent pairs.

As a validation study, we simulated a model of an ERT tact-
ile sensor with 24 electrodes including four internal array elec-
trodes. Figure 9(a) shows six examples of the pair injection
patterns selected by the iterative algorithm. Every straight line
represents an optimal pair injection pattern. Newly recruited
pairs are presented in a different color. The pairs that span
large distances are recruited first because these patterns yield
large contributions that are closest to those of the optimal pat-
terns. The errors between the original perturbation operator
and the estimated perturbation operator from recruited pair
patterns decreases and saturates when the number of recruited
patterns increases, as shown in figure 9(b). The iteration num-
ber can be chosen to limit the estimation error of the perturb-
ation operator or the number of recruited pair patterns. For
example, eight iterations recruited 94 of the 276 possible pair
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Figure 9. (a) Six examples of the iterative pattern-selection
algorithm showing previously accumulated current injection pairs
and newly chosen pairs and (b) a graph showing the estimation
errors of the perturbation operator and the number of recruited pair
patterns versus iteration number.

patterns, and these pairs already reduce the estimation error
by 73.45%. This systematic pattern selection strategy can dra-
matically reduce data acquisition and computation cost.

4.3. Reconstructed image calibration

The ERT tactile sensor measures the raw voltages using
the predefined pairwise optimal current injection patterns
and measurement patterns. The voltage measurement pattern
chooses N pairs of successive electrodes (electrode i and elec-
trode i+ 1) for simplicity. These voltage measurements need
to be converted to a pressure distribution.

It is well known that reconstruction sensitivity varies across
the sensing locations in ERT systems [18]. Calibrating their
sensitivity variation is a surprisingly non-trivial problem. In
the case of conventional tactile sensors that are composed
of multiple sensing elements, a reference force can be dir-
ectly matched to the corresponding sensed signal one by one
because the sensing channels are largely independent of one
another. However, in the case of ERT tactile sensors, the recon-
structed conductivities are correlated due to the regularized
reconstruction process. When a single point of the sensor is
indented, the reconstructed conductance distribution shows a
blurry image that has a similar shape to the Gaussian point

spread function [17]. This blurring is caused by the regulariza-
tion method and the influence of unknown measurement noise
in the reconstruction.

For the ERT tactile sensor calibration, we introduce three
mapping stages involving both simulation of a FEM model
and single-point indentation experiments, as presented in
figure 10. The first stage converts the voltage measurements
(V) to the conductivity distribution (σ) using the regularized
inverse matrix (Q) as shown in equation (4). The regularized
inverse matrix can be computed in advance using the sensor
geometry, electrode locations, initial conductivity distribu-
tion, current injection patterns, andmeasurement patterns. The
second stage sharpens the reconstructed conductivity image
using a deconvolution filter. We assumed identical Gaussian
kernels for simplicity in this study. The last stage applies a
coefficient field (W) obtained from single-point indentation
experiments to convert the conductivity image into a pressure
field. Details of these mapping stages are explained in sup-
plementary information 2. This calibration process gives the
sensor approximately constant sensitivity at all locations (see
supplementary video 1).

5. Sensing performance evaluation

Evaluating ERT-based tactile sensors is not as simple as test-
ing conventional tactile sensors, where every sensing element
is identical. For this reason, we referred to the testing methods
widely used to evaluate tactile sensing performance in biolo-
gical systems, such as humans [20]. We introduce three tests:
single-point localization, two-point discrimination, and con-
tact force estimation. The first two tests focus on the spatial
resolution of the ERT tactile sensor, and the third test shows
its magnitude estimation ability after calibration.

To investigate the influence of the electrode configuration,
we prepared twoERT tactile sensors for comparison. Figure 11
presents the base layers of these two sensor samples. Each has
24 electrodes with a different electrode arrangement; one fol-
lows the distributed electrode principle and includes internal
electrodes, and the other has only boundary electrodes. For
convenience, we call these ERT tactile sensors ERTac-internal
and ERTac-boundary, respectively. The two sensors were fab-
ricated and calibrated using exactly the same process. The two
sensors are otherwise identical in piezoresistive structure and
fabrication procedure.

5.1. Point localization performance

The point localization performance was evaluated with an
indentation test setup; 324 points on both sensors were inden-
ted to a 6 mm indentation depth at 0.1 mm intervals. This
experiment was different from the experiment used for cal-
ibration but used the same locations.

The point localization performance depends on the indent-
ation depth. For this reason, the minimum detectable indent-
ation force was first evaluated using the limit of quantific-
ation (see supplementary information 3). From the gradual
indentation test, the means and the standard deviations of
the minimum quantifiable pressure are 49.38± 20.25 kPa for
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Figure 10. Block diagram of the three mapping stages and an example of the data from two-point contact with identical weights.

Figure 11. Photographs of the electrode configuration of the ERTac-internal sensor (left) and the ERTac-boundary sensor (right).

ERTac-internal and 48.36± 48.75 kPa for ERTac-boundary.
The difference in minimum quantifiable pressure between
ERTac-internal and ERTac-boundary is not significant accord-
ing to an unpaired t-test (p= 0.4463). This value is nearly 1 N
for a contact area the size of a human fingertip.

The point localization performance is evaluated only when
the indentation force is above the minimum quantification
pressure. The perceived point contact position is taken to be
the location of the peak value from the estimated pressure
field, which has a resolution of 100 × 100 over an area of
200 × 200 mm.

Figure 12 shows the experimental results of the point loc-
alization test for ERTac-internal (left) and ERTac-boundary

(right). The true positions and the corresponding estimated
positions aremarkedwith a circle and a linewith an×, respect-
ively. The mean and the standard deviation of the localiza-
tion errors from 324 points were 8.13± 4.32 mm for ERTac-
internal and 23.72± 11.54mm for ERTac-boundary. The point
localization error of ERTac-internal was about 34% of that of
ERTac-boundary.

5.2. Two-point discrimination performance

A two-point discrimination test evaluates the system’s ability
to distinguish two separate point contacts from one another.

9
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Figure 12. The experimental results of the point localization test for (a) ERTac-internal and (b) ERTac-boundary.

Figure 13. Six examples of two separated pressure distributions depending on the distance between the cylinders and the contact locations
for (a) ERTac-internal and (b) ERTac-boundary.

We performed this test to evaluate the minimum distance that
each ERTac requires to distinguish two point contacts. We
assumed that multiple contacts are independent and apply
two different pressure distributions using distinct indenters,
as shown in figure 13(a). Details of the testing procedure are
provided in supplementary information 4.

Six examples of two separated pressure distributions (three
contact locations with two different distances between the cyl-
inders) are presented in figure 13(b) for the ERTac-internal
case and figure 13(c) for the ERTac-boundary case. It is
observed that the two separated pressure distributions nearly
overlapwhen the distance between the two indenters is 20mm.

10
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Table 2. P-values of the hypothesis testing for two separated pressure distributions depending on the distance between the cylinders and the
contact locations. Significant p-values are bolded.

Distance (mm)

Sensor type
Contact
location 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

1 0.383 0.351 0.307 0.217 0.106 0.060 0.006 <0.001 <0.001
ERTac-internal 2 0.478 0.534 0.251 0.029 0.008 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

3 0.796 0.850 0.673 0.571 0.359 0.197 0.079 0.013 <0.001

1 0.835 0.832 0.803 0.667 0.636 0.795 0.635 0.506 0.245
ERTac-boundary 2 0.237 0.207 0.109 0.166 0.126 0.032 0.021 0.352 0.024

3 0.884 0.921 0.794 0.759 0.711 0.504 0.417 0.089 0.128

Meanwhile, it is fairly easy to visibly distinguish two contacts
when the distance is 60 mm. The central region tends to show
more spreading of the pressure distributions compared to the
other locations. It should be noted that ERTac-boundary shows
more spreading than ERTac-internal (see supplementary
video 2).

Following the hypothesis testing, the two-point discrim-
ination performance of ERTac-internal ranges from 35 mm
at the edge of the sensor to 55 mm at the center of the
sensor. For ERTac-boundary, the performance was 45 mm
at the edge of the sensor and over 60 mm at the other con-
tact locations (table 2). This result clearly shows that ERTac-
internal has better two-point discrimination performance than
ERTac-boundary at every contact location, even though the
two sensors are the same size and utilize the same number of
electrodes.

5.3. Contact force estimation performance

The contact pressure distribution from the single-point indent-
ation test is converted to the indentation force for comparison
with the reference force by integrating the pressure over the
sensing area.

Figure 14 shows the results of the indentation force estima-
tion. The left graphs show the root mean square error (RMSE)
distribution of the indentation force estimation across the
324 locations for ERTac-internal and ERTac-boundary. It is
observed that the RMSE of ERTac-internal is much smaller
than ERTac-boundary. The right graphs show the means and
standard deviations of the estimated force at three reference
forces. In this indentation range, the mean and the standard
deviation of the estimation error were 2.00 N ± 1.18 N for
the ERTac-internal case and 3.34 N± 1.88 N for the ERTac-
boundary case. This performance is not excellent considering
that the maximum detectable force is about 10 N. On the right
side of figure 14, it should be noted that reference forces below
10 N were consistently over-estimated because the calibra-
tion process included forces above 10 N, where the sensitivity
begins to saturate.

6. Discussion

As illustrated in figure 3, the piezoresistive structure of our
sensor is designed to create overlapping sensitive regions by

distributing electrodes. In the previous literature, a double
layer of low-resistance fabric and high-resistance fabric was
used to implement a piezoresistive structure [14, 16, 21, 22].
We modified the fabrication procedure to be able to install
internal electrodes. Unlike ERT sensors that utilize only
boundary electrodes, electrical wires in ERT sensors with
internal electrodes need to be stable enough to be installed
over curved and compliant surfaces. To fulfill this requirement,
we sewed conductive thread to stretchable insulation fabric, as
shown in figure 6.

Although the conductive fabric layers are sufficiently
stretchable, the stretchability of our overall sensor is not yet
high due to the compliant layermaterial and the stitching struc-
ture. If the compliant layer was replaced with a more stretch-
able material and the straight stitching pattern was changed
to an advanced pattern such as a zigzag stitch, the stretchabil-
ity of the sensor could be further increased. This improvement
would enable more robust application of the ERT tactile sensor
on compliant substrates in the future.

Interestingly, the piezoresistive structure showed a very low
initial state change of 0.57%, although the two conductive
fabrics are just stacked with a small air gap. This low ini-
tial state change is probably due to the high resilience of the
two conductive fabrics, which causes fast restoration. A mesh
structure is often placed between these fabrics to ensure a sep-
aration [16, 21]. We do not use a mesh structure because it can
induce a deadband near the initial sensing range.

The fiber structure and mechanical properties of the fabric
influence the sensor’s performance by affecting its piezores-
istivity. As described in section 3.1, the piezoresistivity of
the sensor is mainly caused by the change in contact resist-
ance between the low-resistance fabric patches and the high-
resistance fabric sheet. If any mechanical properties of the fab-
ric structure change, the transducer characteristics shown in
figure 5 will change. For example, if the fabric becomes stiffer,
more pressure will be required to induce a similar change in
contact resistance. This mechanical property change will also
increase the minimum quantifiable force. The fiber structure
and properties of the textiles could be optimized to improve
the sensor’s performance in the future.

For long-term usage of the sensor, aging can happen due
to oxidation and washing-off of conductive formulation of the
conductive fabric. This effect can be prevented if the entire
sensor is shielded with another outside layer.
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Figure 14. Results of the force estimation experiment for (a) the ERTac-internal sensor and (b) the ERTac-boundary sensor, including the
spatial distribution of RMS error and all force estimates shown together.

The hysteresis of the piezoresistive structure was invest-
igated at frequencies up to 10 Hz. Experiments on eight
samples showed that the hysteresis is lower than 10%, which
is relatively small considering compliance of the sensor. This
characteristic can be explained by the transducing mech-
anism shown in figure 3(b). Application of a compression
force results in the change of contact resistance; the con-
tact resistance is mainly determined by the geometric con-
tact area change between two conductive fabrics. Since these
conductive fabrics are orthotropic materials with out-of-plane
elasticity that is stiffer than in-plane elasticity, the piezoresist-
ive hysteresis is low. It should also be noted that stretching the
sensor can cause resistivity changes [23]. The effect of sensor
stretch on piezoresistive behavior needs to be investigated in
the future.

The calibration process of converting the reconstruc-
ted conductivity distribution to a contact pressure field is
important for ERT tactile sensors because the reconstruction
sensitivity varies spatially. However, many previous ERT tact-
ile sensors have omitted this calibration process [8]. In this

paper, we proposed a calibration process including a decon-
volution filter with a Gaussian kernel and a coefficient field
obtained from single-point indentation experiments shown in
figure 10. This approach could calibrate spatially varying sens-
itivity caused not only by reconstruction sensitivity but also
by unknown model errors. The calibration performance of this
approach is not ideal because we assumed identical Gaussian
kernels for simplicity. A spatially varying kernel may be more
suited to handle this problem. In the future, we believe that a
data-driven calibration approach such as a deep neural network
or convolutional neural network can enhance this calibration
process.

To evaluate the proposed ERT tactile sensor, we conduc-
ted three tests using two sensors (ERTac-internal and ERTac-
boundary) that have an equal number of electrodes. Since
most conventional ERT tactile sensors have electrodes only
along the edges, ERTac-boundary can be used as a refer-
ence for other design variations. For a fair comparison, the
full set of current injection patterns and voltage measurement
patterns was applied to both sensors. Furthermore, identical
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calibration procedures were also used. Although both sensors
were made from the same materials with the same fabrica-
tion processes, there may be slight differences due to inherent
material variations or fabrication inconsistencies. However,
since the eight test specimens used for piezoresistive charac-
teristic investigation showed only around 10% variation, we
believe the preparation of the two sensors can be assumed
to be consistent. This study did not investigate manufactur-
ing consistency since the electrode configurations of ERTac-
internal and ERTac-boundary are different. If multiple sensors
with the same electrode configuration are manufactured in the
future, the resistance values measured from the electrodes can
be used to monitor the level of manufacturing consistency.

The minimum quantifiable force of both sensors was cal-
culated as nearly 1 N for a contact area of 25 mm2. This
value might not be low enough for whole-body tactile sens-
ing applications. This insensitivity is caused by measurement
noise and the transducing mechanism (figure 3(b)). The sensit-
ivity of an ERT tactile sensor can be enhanced by using either
highly sensitive piezoresistive materials such as nanocompos-
ites [24] and tunnelling conductors [25] or multiple layers of
conductive textile [10].

From the point localization test, the result shown in
figure 12 revealed that the internal electrodes clearly improve
the spatial resolution of the sensor, especially in the central
region. It is observed that the estimated positions at the cent-
ral region of the ERTac-boundary case tend to be close to the
boundaries, where the electrodes are located. Meanwhile, it
is impressive that the ERTac-internal case showed relatively
consistent localization accuracy even for the central region.
This result is consistent with that of Silvera-Tawil et al [14]. If
we divide a square that measures 200 mm by 200 mm into
25 equally sized square regions, each would be 40 mm by
40 mm; the ERTac-internal sensor’s approximately 8 mm loc-
alization error is thus remarkable. This localization error could
be reduced if the factors affecting the model errors, such as
imprecise electrode locations, inhomogeneous initial conduct-
ivity, and signal noise, were preciselymodeled and/or reduced.

From the two-point discrimination test, the minimum dis-
crimination distance at the edge of the sensor of ERTac-
internal was 77% lower than that of ERTac-boundary. The
minimum discrimination distance of ERTac-internal was
35 mm. Regarding the fact that the sensor measures 200 mm
by 200 mm, this distance is nearly 15% of the sensor
dimension.

Although direct comparison with a biological system is not
possible, the two-point discrimination performance of ERTac-
internal is similar to that of human skin on the forearm or
belly [26]. This performance could most likely be improved
if more electrodes were deployed. Increasing the sensitivity
of the piezoresistive structure would be another crucial factor
to improve the sensing performance. One possible approach
would be to increase the conductivity difference of the fab-
ric layers. Location-specific electrode deployment is another
design improvement that should be considered in the future.
For instance, it would be possible to install more electrodes
in regions where relatively high spatial resolution is required,
or to reduce the number of electrodes in areas where external

contact is not as frequent or important. This varying spatial
resolution is analogous to human skin.

The contact force estimation test showed an average estim-
ation error of 2.00 N for ERTac-internal and 3.34 N for
ERTac-boundary. This contact force estimation performance
could be improved by reducing reconstruction errors and
expanding the calibration process. Usually, nonlinear ERT
algorithms are known to producemore accurate reconstruction
performance, but long computation time is a major drawback
when these algorithms are applied to real-time tactile sensor
applications [17].

The correlation coefficients between the estimated force
and the reference force were 0.983 and 0.929 for ERTac-
internal and ERTac-boundary, respectively. In human skin, the
correlation coefficient of the indented forcemagnitude percep-
tion reported in the literature ranges from 0.70 to 0.97 [27].
Since the main target application of ERTacs is whole-body
tactile sensing for robots, we believe this contact force estima-
tion performance is acceptable when considered alongside the
other requirements.

7. Conclusions

This article presents ERT as a practical approach for realiz-
ing whole-body tactile skin for robots. Distributing the elec-
trodes creates overlapping sensitive regions in the piezoresist-
ive layer inspired by the hyperacuity of human skin. Although
the internal electrode concept was previously introduced, we
extend and generalize it to a distributed electrode configur-
ation. To this end, this article provides thorough guidelines
to implement ERT-based tactile sensors, including fabrica-
tion of the sensor, measurement electronics, current injection
pattern selection, and calibration. The proposed ERT-based
tactile sensor is low cost, easy to manufacture, mechanically
flexible, and stretchable. We rigorously evaluated two sample
ERT-based tactile sensors using single-point localization, two-
point discrimination indentation, and force estimation. In all of
these tests, the sensor with distributed electrodes achieved spa-
tial resolution improvements for tactile sensing while ensuring
a stable electrode connection to the conductive textile layer.
Although the sensing performance is not yet comparable to
biological skin in all regards, the proposed ERT tactile sensor
showed a remarkable possibility to be used as a whole-body
tactile skin for future robots and other applications that would
benefit from robust, inexpensive, soft, and large-area tactile
sensing.
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